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Visions of a public Dalieh

B
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EIRUT: Two children play together on a large swing, which

Last month, after the remaining fishing huts were bulldozed one

hangs from a blue-painted metal bar protruding from a

night, the debate about Dalieh's fate and its unusual status as a

concrete block. Other brightly colored bars form a makeshift
playground. Children climb them like scaffolding and swing from
them like monkey bars.

privately owned but publicly used site grew more heated still.
"The Last Resort," the entry showing the playing children,
envisages a Dalieh that continues to facilitate traditional activities -

This drawing is part of one of the three winning entries in the

fishing, diving, swimming, boating, picnics and gatherings - within a

"Revisiting Dalieh" competition. Organized by activists from the

slightly more developed infrastructure.

Civil Campaign to Protect the Dalieh of Raouche, the competition
sought "alternative visions" for one of Beirut's last remaining

The concrete blocks - dozens of which were placed on site by the

undeveloped coastal strips, part of a wider response to signs that

Ministry of Public Works in 2012 - are transformed into a

the landowners plan to begin building on the rocky outcrop.

playground. A wooden platform allows for safe diving from the

Dalieh, as it looked before development. Photo by The Daily Star

natural cliffs, while paths and jetties made of lightweight wood

The 20 entries submitted for the competition were exhibited at

crisscross the site, facilitating pedestrian access.

AltCity in Hamra earlier this month, the first stop in a touring

Other entries approached the problem from different directions.

exhibition. They will be showcased next at the American University
of Beirut's lssam Fares Institute.
"Revisiting Dalieh" springs from the differing perspectives and

One proposal explores possibilities for a development that
combines public and private interests. Drawn in a cartoon style, the
design boards feature quotes from people discussing the

interests of two groups. On one hand the landowners argue that

importance of public space and suggestions for how Dalieh could

that they are free to do what they want with their property. Civil

be useful to the community.

society activists like those behind the campaign, on the other hand,
argue that it's the right of the Lebanese public to have free access
to the coast.

The design breaks down the site into sectors, suggesting the
establishment of marine sports and leisure areas, a harbor and art
space, botanical and marine gardens, an event area with an arena

Dalieh has been very much in the public eye since a fence was

and fairground and a wellness and gastronomy area featuring

erected around the site in April 2014 and many of the fishermen

restaurants and a spa.

living and working on the land were evicted, after having received
financial compensation from the landowners.

Viewed together, the proposals display a wide range of approaches
to and expectations for public space in Beirut, conjuring up an

